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KISS Game Features Matrix
KISS - I Want to Rock and Roll all Night!

Game

Main
Experience the greatest rock show under glass
Attractions Custom speech from Paul Stanley and Gene Simmons
Rock with 10 famous tracks performed by "KISS"
Shoot balls under the "Demon's" (Gene) head sculpt for fast ball return action from the spinning disc
Lock balls in the "Demon's" head, start m-ball and watch them come spitting out of his mouth
Play the "Starchild" (Paul) mini play area, complete the targets and get the ball in the hidden hole
Game
Watch the "Starchild" pinball levitate across the stadium at the start of "Love Gun Multiball"
Features
Spinning disc under the "Demon" for fast ball return action
"Demon" ball trough feeding ball through the "Demon's" head and out of his mouth
"Demon" 3 ball lock trough assembly with ball eject device
Enormous, molded "Demon" head sculpt
"Starchild's" ball levitating, "Love Gun" ball transfer mechanism on back panel.
"Starchild" single drop target with coil assisted trip mechanism
Static "Starchild" custom action figure with guitar
Animated "Starchild" custom action figure with guitar
"Starchild" decorative molded amplifier
"Starchild" mini play area
16 LED iconic progress grid
4 bank "KISS" stand up target bank
4 bank "KISS" drop target bank
4 bank "ARMY" stand up target bank
2 "Lite Lock" stand up targets
Spinning target assembly
Left plastic ramp feeds to chrome left wire ramp
Right plastic ramp that feeds to chrome right wire ramp
Right plastic ramp with ball diverter assembly to feed "Starchild" levitation mech or wire ramp
"Backstage Pass" ball scoop assembly
2 flippers
4 pop bumpers with iconic images of each band member hot stamped on the top
Lighting
Newly designed RGB LED pop bumper lighting system
Full-spectrum smooth RGB LED playfield arrow inserts (six)
Full-spectrum smooth RGB LED playfield 16 lamp grid
LED general illumination (white)
LED (red, white, purple) general illumination
Backglass Art  by  Kevin  O’Connor,  the  legendary  artist  of  the  original  iconic  "KISS"  Pinball.
and Art
Uniquely themed hand drawn, translite backglass (concert scene)
Uniquely themed hand drawn, translite backglass (concert scene)
Uniquely themed hand drawn, mirrored backglass (concert scene)
Full color - High-definition decal material cabinet with iconic 4 band members images on cabinet sides
Unique - High-definition decal material cabinet with iconic 4 band member images on cabinet sides
Fire metallic foil - High-definition decal material cabinet with iconic 4 band members images on cabinet sides
Hardware Latching lockdown bar
Traditional lock down bar
and Trim
Traditional playfield supports
Powder coated steel and plywood backbox with color themed t-molding
Black powder coated legs, armor, hinges, front molding
Bright red powder coated legs, armor with flipper button protector, hinges, front molding
Playfield slide support and brackets
General
New SPIKE electronic system
High-efficiency switching power-supply for consistent performance in all line conditions
3-channel stereo and Hi-Fidelity sound system
Separate treble and bass adjustment
New CPU mounted line-out audio connector for external amplification
6 Pinballs
Traditional Coin Door
Easy-to-Follow game rules for casual players, with depth for experts
Modular computer style cord
Exclusive Certificate of authenticity signed by Gary Stern
Designer-signed playfield featuring John Borg's signature
Serialized number plate

**subject to adjustment**
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